
In the Chat: Whose voices are most important in making 
decisions about instructional materials?
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Collaboration Agreements
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• Engage whole group and small group.

• Identify where your learning edge is and push it.

• Take space, make space.
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Agenda Welcome

Who are our stakeholders?

Redefining Engagement

Helpful Resources

Closing & Next Steps

Learning Goals:
- Participants will understand 

the importance of stakeholder 
engagement.

- Participants will learn 
strategies for building trust 
through intentional, 
consistent and transparent 
two-way communication.



 Ohio High-Quality Instructional Materials
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Priority #1:
Increase student access to high-quality 
instructional materials that are aligned to 
Ohio’s Learning Standards and promote 
grade level proficiency. 

Priority #2:
Increase educator access to high-quality 
professional learning grounded in 
high-quality instructional materials. 
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Who are your stakeholders?



Who are your stakeholders?
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● Educators
● Parents
● Students
● Community members 



Why is it critical that we engage stakeholders 
throughout our adoption process?

• Provides insights into the needs and wants of the 
community, so that local priorities are reflected

• Increases buy-in when decisions are made, which 
encourages the use of those adopted high-quality 
instructional materials

• Efforts to improve teachers’ understanding of what is 
standards-aligned and what is not may encourage wider 
usage of aligned materials

• Fosters connections and relationship building
• Identifies and sets a foundation for providing supports for 

use of HQIM
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    In the Chat:

What most resonates with you 
from this list?

Is there anything you would like 
to add to this list?



Who are your stakeholders?
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● Educators
● Parents
● Students
● Community members 

        In the Chat:

From your experience:
- Who has been historically included?
- Who has been historically excluded?
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Engaging Stakeholders 
throughout the Process



EdReports Adoption Steps
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Opportunities for stakeholder engagement



EdReports & Curriculum Support Guide



The “Prepare” Phase 

● Assemble a diverse adoption committee 
○ Teachers
○ Content experts
○ District curriculum leader
○ Other stakeholders

● Provide the committee with a  clear charge 
○ Responsibilities 
○ Commitment 



The “Study” Phase 

● Establish a clear purpose and goals for investigating 
materials 

● Field test with stakeholders, especially teachers 

● Be mindful of the lift on teachers
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The “Prepare to Launch & Implement” Phase 

● Develop and execute a plan 

● Consider adding new stakeholders to the committee

● Consider long-term and short-term goals 

● Reflect on needs of each stakeholder group 



What Educators are Saying About Engaging 
Stakeholders
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“Teachers should be key players in the conversation on high-quality 
instructional materials”

“In my experience, the best input always derived from the inclusive 
process of the experts at the table (the teachers).” 

“Inviting multiple perspectives can increase complexity 
but we feel that it’s worth the effort!.” 

“This is a shift to focusing more on ‘students’”



Which group/s most resonate with you when you 
think about the opportunity for their participation 
and insights during this process?
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● Educators
● Parents
● Students
● Community members 

In the Chat!



● Stakeholder engagement 
from the very beginning to 
inform decisions, priorities, 
and process.

● Building trust with 
transparency, inclusion, and 
authentic use of feedback.

● Follow-through 
implementation
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Materials Adoption 
Stakeholder Engagement  
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After
•Outreach to teachers for 
professional learning
•Extensive training
•Shared final decisions with 
the community
•Opportunities to share 
feedback with new materials 
 

Before 
•Curriculum audit and 
teacher survey
•Range of educators 
included on committee
•Public feedback sessions to 
inform the process

.

During
•Stakeholder meetings and 
focus groups
•Digital engagement session 
for feedback
•Student-led Facebook Live 
session on adoption
•Community sessions to 
interact with materials 



Stakeholder Engagement Best Practices:

Choose one of the best practices demonstrated by Baltimore City Public 
Schools.
● Building investment in the decision
● True stakeholder engagement
● Responsiveness and innovation
● Engagement through implementation

Go into the case study and identify the strategies they used in 
implementing that best practice, and the key learnings they took away 
from those strategies.

Post your thoughts on the Jamboard slide for the best practice you 
chose.
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Building investment in the decision

“...The feedback we received in the audit was invaluable, and the responses became a rich source of data that was used to inform 
our work and decision-making process. The focus was not ‘I hate the curriculum,’ or ‘We need to replace it.’ Instead, teachers 
seized the opportunity to share where they saw holes, where students struggled, and how the challenges might be addressed.” 
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Strategy Learning
● Curriculum audit

○ Analyzed student performance 
data

○ District-wide teacher survey 
(with plenty of time to collect 
responses!) 

● The power of teacher voice
○ Materials weren’t supporting 

teachers
○ Wanted a process grounded in 

evidence, data, and standards 
alignment

○ Develop professional learning



True Stakeholder Engagement

“We put together a series of stakeholder meetings and focus groups so that we could talk to educators about what they 
wanted to see in the curriculum and what they wanted in a process. We made all of this feedback available to the 
adoption committee.” 22

Strategy Learning
● Instructional review committee includes 

teachers and principals
● Developed a rubric before looking at 

materials
● Provided multiple opportunities and 

pathways for feedback that was shared with 
the committee and directly used to craft 
rubric 

● Gave stakeholders opportunities to engage 
with the materials

● Transparency and genuine use of direct 
feedback was important in building trust, 
which is critical in engaging stakeholders

● The committee needed feedback from 
stakeholders so that all voices were 
represented

● They needed multiple ways to engage 
stakeholders and collect feedback



Responsiveness & Innovation

“District leaders asked themselves: What can we do differently to not only bring in diverse perspectives but to communicate back 
to our stakeholders why their expertise is so integral to student and district-wide success?“
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Strategy Learning
● Engagement sessions with digital forms
● Office hours
● Stakeholder meetings
● Focus groups
● Publisher presentations to principals
● Public school board meetings
● Social media (live + recorded)

● Reflect and adjust along the way
● Provide multiple opportunities on different 

days and at different times to 
accommodate as many schedules as 
possible

● Utilize various methods to engage 
stakeholders (ie social media)



Engagement through implementation

“ … without extensive professional learning to support teachers in mastering the new program, the work that went 
into selecting new materials would matter very little.“
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Strategy Learning
● Survey teachers about professional 

learning and use it to develop the plan
● 3-day learning institute 
● Training from the publisher
● Training instructional coaches and literacy 

coaches
● Communicate the decision and the 

rationale for the decision

● Stick to the plan developed with 
stakeholder input

● Communicate the decision to all 
stakeholders

● Provide opportunities for stakeholders to 
engage with the selected materials

● Ongoing supports are important



What strategies resonate most with you when you 
consider engaging stakeholders throughout the 
process of adopting high-quality instructional 
materials?
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Reflect

• Building investment in the decision
• True stakeholder engagement
• Responsiveness and innovation
• Engagement through implementation



Lessons Learned
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● Provide more time for engagement and feedback.
● Prioritize communication of the adoption process during and 

after selection.
● Increased participation requires building trust.
● Include more teachers and principals on the adoption 

committee.
● Implementation will always be challenging; the key is to 

provide effective ongoing supports.
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Helpful Resources



Stakeholder Feedback Survey

● Scale-based questions + 
open-ended questions

● Experience with materials
● Priorities for materials
● Support needs for effective 

implementation 28

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Au5FCPV5Wz5Y4qc4GQWG2_pEek08u5W9/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116740359266704239415&rtpof=true&sd=true


Committee Makeup and Recruitment 
Resources
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30
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Closing & Next Steps



• What is your biggest takeaway from today’s session?

• What are you excited to continue learning about?

In the Chat
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Upcoming Statewide Webinars
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3:00 - 4:00 pm Session Topic

March 7, 2024 Studying and Winnowing Options for HQIM

April 11, 2024 Supporting Diverse Learners through HQIM



Next Steps
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• Complete today’s exit ticket. 

• Share feedback and ways we can support you.

• Complete today’s exit ticket.ohmaterialsmatter@education.ohio.gov  
 

Visit education.ohio.gov 
Keyword Search: Ohio Materials Matter

https://forms.gle/snKwzu5yEpxzm7Ja8
https://forms.gle/cLgSeweZWQAPDJ3w8
mailto:ohiomaterialsmatter@education.ohio.gov
https://www.education.ohio.gov/

